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M. J.

The aim of this paper is to show that a bounded linear operator in the
Lebesgue spaces L’(M;L’(M)) with mixed norm is bounded in the space
L(M /) under a condition on (s, t), where 1/u=(m/s+n/t)/(m+n). As
applications we shall have a result on Riesz-Bochner summing operator and
on the restriction problem of Fourier transform.
1. Notations. Let (M, //,/) and (N, 3/, ) be a-finite measure spaces,
and (M, ff, g) (]--0, 1, ...) be copies of (M,
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x_) do(Xo) dz_(x_ ,) and dfi= dz(p) dp(p’),
dz(p)(Xo,
d-1}p. (, 9) and (N(p),
where p’ denotes the complement {0, 1,
similarly.
(p), v(p)) will be defined
Let ls, t<. L"(M) denotes the Lebesgue space with norm

[f"dp

...,

and L(L")=L(M(p’); L"(M(p))) the Lebesgue space with

mixed norm

’f d(p))t/d(P’)] /"
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t= will be modified
for the cases
"f"";>

s= and/or
The definition
Let m and n be positive integers such that d=m+n.
by

obviously.

We define ul

1/u=(m/s+n/t)/d.
For ls, s’ will denote the conjugate exponent s/(s-1).
P denotes the family {p e {0, 1,
d-l} card (p)=m} if mn and
Let
p
.,
otherwise.
P= {0, 1,
{I, e P} be a family of disjoint arcs
d--l}
in the unit circle of length 2u/card (P).
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2. Theorems.
Let w and f be simple functions in
Lemma 1. Assume l g s g t
exist
there
functions W(x) and F(x) on M such that
fi). Then
W(x) and F(x) are bounded and holomorphic in zl for every
x e M, and measurable in x for every ]z]l,
W(x) w(x) and F(x)= f(x),
W ](t.;) w ]] for z e int (I) and p e P,
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furthermore if f is of the form fo(Xo)fl(x,)...f_,(x_,), then

(iv)

As an easy consequence of Lemma we get the followings.
Theorem 1. Let T be a linear operator of simple functions on
(M,
#) to measurable functions on (N, ). Let v(e ) be a measurable
function such that 1_ v(e i) o and
dO
l/v= 1/v(eO)-2

,

Let 1 Uo u,

c

,

and

1/ u--(m/ Uo+ n/ u) d.

Suppose

_

for all simple functions w, t e Int (I) and p e P, where C(e ) is measurable.
Then

IiTwiiv<_Ciiwilu,
with

C=exp

(12o log C(eO) dO

Theorem 2. Let T be a linear operator of simple functions on M to
measurable functions on N. Let 1<_ Uo<_ ul c and 1_ v, VoW_ oo. Suppose
that

TW ](VI,VO;p) Cp

for all w

W

and p e P.

1/u=(m/uo/n./u)/d and 1/v=(m/vo+n/v)/d,
then
where

C:( [[ Cp) l/card(P).
Theorem :3. Let T be a linear operator of simple functions on
and lv.Vo
to measurable functions on N. Let 1_u1o
Suppose that

for all simple functions f of the form fo(Xo)." .f_(x_)

.

and p e P.

.

M

Then

pro.duct form, where u, v and C are defined in Theorem 2.
Then the conclusion of Theorem
Remark 1. Suppose luu0g
1 holds or w of the form Wo(Xo)W(X)...w_(x_,), but in general, iz does
not hold.
Remark 2. The family of the spaces L(e)(N) in Theorem I is rey1- ced
by the more general family of Banach spaces B[z] introduced by [1].
Applications. For a reasonable function f on the d-dime_si-nl
Euclidean space R the Riesz-Bochner cperator s(f) of order e is defined

for all f of the

.
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by s(f)^()=(1-]12)+f(), where is the Fourier transform of f and a/
=max (0, a). Let P be the family with re=d--2 and we use the notations
in 1 with M N-- R 1.
0. Then
Theorem 4. Let

f

for all p P and f, where C is

a constant independent
Applying Theorem 3 to Theorem 4 we get
0. Then
Theorem 5. Let

of f

for all f of the form fo(Xo)fi(xO...fa_(xa_).
Another application is the following.
Theorem 6. If f is a continuous function
f_(xa_) with compact support, then
Se-

of the form fo(Xo)fi(x)...

o

eotat ideendet
f
A detailed roof of the theorems will be ublished elsewhere.
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